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a b s t r a c t 

People sometimes behave dishonestly to collect undeserved monetary rewards. Prior research has shown that 

people put more effort into avoiding monetary losses than into making gains, and accordingly they cheat more 

to avoid losses than to acquire the equivalent amount (loss aversion). However, there has been a lack of research 

about how reward size and money exposure affect levels of cheating. Using a real effort task, we implemented a 

between-subjects experimental design to test the effects of framing (loss vs gain), reward size (small vs large) and 

money exposure (money vs no money) on individual real performance and cheating levels. The results revealed 

no significant differences in real performance. However, for cheating levels, all two-way interaction effects turned 

out to be significant (i.e., frame by size – frame by exposure – size by exposure). To disentangle the effects of 

the loss frame on cheating levels, a double moderated model was tested with reward size and money exposure 

as moderators. The model was significant with conditional effects revealing that the loss frame generally causes 

increased cheating level unless (i) participants were informed about a possible large reward they had not been 

exposed to, and (ii) participants were informed about, and exposed to, a small reward. Our results offer a partial 

replication of the finding that the level of cheating is higher within the loss frame than in the gain framing, which 

suggests that the relationship between framing and cheating behaviour can be moderated by other variables such 

as reward size and exposure to a reward. They also pose new questions for future research about complex joint 

effects on cheating behaviour, such as the combined influence of framing and default choices. 
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. Introduction 

Immoral behaviour is frequently stigmatized in human societies be-

ause of its potentially harmful and even dangerous social consequences.

espite this stigma, instances of immoral behaviour such as dishonesty

r cheating abound, and no human society is immune from them. They

re commonly found in personal relationships (e.g. cheating to the part-

er), educational contexts (e.g. cheating on exams), the civic sphere (e.g.

heating on tax declarations), and in the financial world (e.g. fraud). It is

herefore not surprising that the literature on dishonest behaviour – and

n cheating in particular – has been steadily growing in recent decades.

The traditional economic approach to cheating entirely dispenses

ith the moral dimension and assumes that people are willing to cheat

nsofar as it is instrumental to the maximization of their reward, suit-

bly measured (e.g. in terms of monetary outcomes; Becker, 1968 ). For

xample, employees cheat on their own performance to keep the job
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nd reap monetary incentives. However, more recent research has ques-

ioned the assumption that people are willing to violate norms of con-

uct whenever it is convenient to them. In fact, it turns out that people

o indeed lie, but not as much as they could to their own advantage

e.g. Fischbacher and Föllmi-Heusi, 2013 ; Sutter, 2009 ). On the other

and, children who have not been exposed yet to a full socialization into

ocial norms of honesty tend to cheat more the larger the associated re-

ard and be consistent in their lying behaviours through multiple tasks;

owever, only young girls but not young boys seem to be relatively loss-

verse in their cheating habits ( Markiewicz and Gawryluk, 2020 ). Ex-

laining the reasons behind such partial moral compliance is therefore

n important research question. 

In general, two main lines of thought can be identified in the lit-

rature. Either people could basically be dishonest but despite being

nterested in maximizing their monetary outcomes, they might choose

ot to cheat whenever convenient as a result of an internal moral con-
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ict of some kind, which cannot be explained by strategic considerations

ut likely depends on psychological costs ( Gneezy, 2005 ; Gneezy et al.,

013 ; Abeler et al., 2014 ) or because of an unfavourable cost-benefit

alance ( Shalvi et al., 2011 ). Or people could basically be honest al-

hough circumstances might tempt them to lie ( Mazar et al., 2008 ) to

rotect their own monetary interests as well as to maintain a consistent

elf-image ( Ariely, 2012 ). 

Research on the determinants of cheating behaviour needs to con-

ider the role of many different factors: the particular nature of the sit-

ation, individual characteristics (e.g. personality traits) and the nature

nd structure of the rewards can all effect the inclination to cheat or not,

s well as the level of cheating. In particular, in the spirit of Prospect

heory (PT - Kahneman and Tversky, 1979 ), according to which ‘ losses

oom larger than gains ’, and subsequent research on endowment and loss-

version effects on performance (e.g. Kahneman et al., 1991 ; Shah et al.,

998 ), it has been suggested that a loss-framed situation should exert a

ifferent influence on cheating behaviour than a gain-framed situation.

However, the evidence from the literature is mixed. Some studies

sing a performance-based paradigm have shown that, at the aggre-

ate level, self-reported performance in an unchecked condition (i.e.

hen a participant has the possibility to lie) is significantly greater

han the actual performance in a checked condition (i.e. when a par-

icipant has no possibility to lie) and that this difference is significantly

arger in a loss-framed condition ( Grolleau et al., 2016 ). Other stud-

es have found the same frame effect on individual cheating levels for

on-performance-based reward schemes ( Hilbig and Thielmann, 2017 ;

chindler and Pfattheicher, 2017 ). However, little evidence has been

rovided about individual levels of dishonesty in performance-based

heating contexts ( Friesen and Gangadharan, 2012 ). Moreover, prior

tudies have not addressed the issue of whether partially dishonest be-

aviour (i.e., the fact that people cheat in some circumstances but not,

r less, in other seemingly analogous ones) can be attributed to specific

eatures of the reward that increase or decrease the salience of guilt

rom moral transgression and thus influence the choice to cheat as well

s the level of cheating. We address this specific issue in our experiment,

orking with the same real effort task used by Mazar et al. (2008) , and

anipulating the incentive schemes for framing (gain vs loss), reward

ize (small vs large) and money exposure (money vs no money). More-

ver, we discuss in more detail the relationship between reward size and

heating in Section 2.2 below. 

The value added of our study is that we show how complex effects

rom the interplay of several factors may arise, providing new insights

nd challenges to theoretical formulations. Apparently established phe-

omena such as loss aversion prove to be more nuanced once they are

ested in an environment that approaches that of an actual organization,

s resulting from our experimental design. We expect that our results

ill stimulate further research on the joint influence of several factors on

heating behaviors, helping us better understand the deep motivations

nd the behavioural variety of cheating, with important implications for

he design of incentive schemes and policy guidelines. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: a review of the

elated literature is presented in Section 2 ; the design of the experiment

nd our methods are described in Section 3 ; the results are reported

n Section 4 ; and finally, the results are discussed in Section 5 , which

oncludes the paper. 

. Literature background 

.1. Dishonesty 

In line with the traditional approach of Gary Becker, it has long

een assumed that cheating (and dishonest behaviour more generally)

s merely another way to pursue monetary maximization, and the de-

ision to engage in cheating behaviour is based on simple cost-benefit

omputations ( Shalvi et al., 2011 ). According to this perspective, peo-
2 
le are driven to lie whenever it increases their expected utility and to

heat as much as needed when offered the opportunity. 

However, people tend to abide by social norms more than economists

ave long assumed. The recent literature contains a growing body of evi-

ence in which opportunistic cheating and dishonesty is far less common

han expected. Although people engage in dishonest behaviour, they do

t with moderation and contextual fine tuning and are not always willing

o lie and deceive as much as they could to their maximum benefit, al-

hough this entails giving up part of the reward ( Fischbacher and Föllmi-

eusi, 2013 ; Gneezy, 2005 ; Sutter, 2009 ). A meta-analysis has shown

hat people attach some value to truth-telling, as they typically tend to

ive up more than half of the potential gains from cheating ( Abeler et al.,

019 ). 

Amongst the various proposed explanations, the ones that have re-

eived substantial attention are the cheater’s fear of being exposed

 Lundquist et al., 2009 ; Rowatt et al., 1998 ) and the desire to main-

ain a self-concept of honesty ( Mazar et al., 2008 ). In the former case,

he critical variable is the probability of being exposed and the related

onsequences compared to the relative benefits of cheating, which leads

o a trade-off such that partial dishonesty is a likely optimal solution; in

he latter case, partial dishonesty is instead determined by the amount

f cheating that people are able to admit without creating a conflict

ith their self-image of honesty ( Shalvi et al., 2011 ). Another alternative

xplanation for partial dishonesty is social norm compliance, in which

oral transgression beyond a certain threshold triggers negative social

motions such as guilt so that, as a result, people manifest some form of

uilt aversion ( Battigalli and Dufwenberg, 2007 , 2009 ; Battigalli et al.,

013 ; Charness and Dufwenberg, 2006 ). 

In this vision, fear of exposure, self-image or social norms act as

buffers’ for a basically dishonest human nature and contribute to

eeping it within socially functional limits. On the other hand, pre-

egistered and high-powered studies such as Dimant et al. (2020) show

hat norm-nudging, both in empirical and normative forms, is gener-

lly ineffective in that it fails to change norms and may even lend

rself to instrumental, self-serving distortion in favour of cheating.

imant and Shalvi (2022) find that a better alternative in this regard

s offered by meta-nudging, that is, addressing dishonesty by elicit-

ng behavioural change in a target group of social influencers who in

urn affect the behaviour and norm compliance of a larger number of

ndividuals. 

It might alternatively be the case, however, that humans are basi-

ally honest and are only occasionally tempted to cheat – particularly

n certain specific situations. In this case, rather than looking at fac-

ors that control cheating behaviour, we have to look for factors that

romote it. Magnitude effects have been reported, for instance, such

hat people tend to lie more when the bet and the expected payoff are

igher ( Boles et al., 2000 ; Chib et al., 2012 ). An increase in cheating

ehaviour has also been recorded as a result of a previous negative ex-

erience ( Houser et al., 2012 ), when others also lie ( Gino et al., 2009 ),

hen the benefit is shared with others ( Wiltermuth, 2011 ) or when the

nvironmental context plays a role ( Cappelen et al., 2013 ). 

The role of individual variables such as gender is, however,

nclear: whereas Clot et al. (2014) found that women tend to

heat more, Conrads et al. (2017) reported the opposite result;

uehlheusser et al. (2015) did not find significant differences between

enders as to cheating behaviours. 

The tendency to lie more frequently has also been related to person-

lity traits and cognitive abilities, assuming that individuals with better

ognitive abilities are not only more able to discern when it is more

rofitable to lie, but also, when this is the case, that they can be more

ffective liars. In this sense, whereas personality traits rule general be-

avioural trends for honesty/dishonesty depending on context and cir-

umstances, intelligence draws the line beyond which cheating becomes

n option – and to what extent. More specifically, individuals who score

ow in agreeableness and highly extroverted intelligent individuals tend

o lie more, which suggests that intelligence may mediate the relation-
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hip between personality and tendency to lie ( Sarzy ń ska et al., 2017 ).

oss Aversion & Dishonesty 

The phenomenon known as loss aversion was first described in 1979

y Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky, who showed how often human

eings violate the assumptions of expected utility theory (EUT; Von Neu-

ann and Morgenstern, 1944 ) and proposed a new model, prospect the-

ry (PT), which provides a better fit to observed behavioural patterns.

T is based on two basic blocks: the weighting function 𝜋(p) , which

onverts probabilities p into subjective weights, and the value function

 , which converts the gains and losses into subjective values. The value

unction v has properties that refer to three fundamental hypotheses, as

tated in the original version of PT, which derived directly from exper-

mental observation: reference dependence (people evaluate prospects

n terms of gains or losses from a status quo reference point rather than

rom absolute levels of wealth), decreasing sensitivity ( v is concave in

ains and convex in losses) and loss aversion (as v is steeper for losses

han for gains, a loss has a larger psychological impact than an equal

ain). Consequently, human behaviour is more sensitive to the prospect

f a loss than to that of a gain, and choices should consequently be more

trongly driven by the motivation of avoiding a loss than of acquiring

n equivalent gain ( Tversky and Kahneman, 1981 ). 

Since it was first formulated, PT has been widely accepted as de-

criptive model of human choices and increasing attention has been

evoted to the investigation of loss framing effects ( Tversky and Kah-

eman, 1981 ) on performance (e.g. Shah et al., 1998 ) and, more re-

ently, on (dis)honest behaviour, both at the individual and aggre-

ate levels (e.g. Boyce et al., 2013 ). Various alternative strategies

ave been adopted to assess cheating and its levels (for a review, see

arbarino et al., 2017 ). The literature currently offers two main ap-

roaches to study cheating for economic rewards: incentive schemes

ased on hypothetical scenarios (non-performance-based paradigm) ver-

us economic reward for performance in a real effort task (performance-

ased paradigm). 

For tasks based on hypothetical scenarios (e.g. the ‘Die under the

up’ task 1 ), recent research has reported conflicting results, as increased

heating may emerge both in a loss frame ( Schindler and Pfatthe-

cher, 2017 ) and in a gain frame ( Blanco et al., 2015 ), whereas in other

ases no differences between frames have been found ( Ezquerra et al.,

018 ). Petrishcheva et al. (2022) found that loss aversion effects also

pply to cheating behaviour when the reward is intangible, as in the

ase of social image. For tasks based on real performance (i.e. real ef-

ort tasks), however, research has yielded more consistent findings, as

he loss frame is unambiguously found – although at an aggregate level

to promote higher cheating levels compared to an equivalent gain

rame ( Cameron and Miller, 2009 ; Grolleau et al., 2016 ) and in associa-

ion with higher performance ( Nagel et al., 2021 ). Taking into account

actors with a clear potential influence on cheating such as positions of

ower and the consequent incentives to be corrupt, it is interesting that

im and Guinote (2022) found, though, that power differences in cor-

uption levels only tend to occur in a gain, and not in a loss, frame. In

his complex and multifaceted panorama, growing neuroscientific evi-

ence suggests that many behavioural effects such as loss aversion or

endency to lie depend upon functional and structural variability across

ndividuals on neural (e.g. Canessa et al., 2013 ) and genetic grounds

 Shen et al., al.,2016 ). Also, considering effects on cognitive function,

ogliacino and Montealegre (2020) found that, in a real effort task, cog-

itive load (and consequent inaccuracy) is affected by asset losses but

ot by income losses, without any significant effects on loss aversion

r cheating. Therefore, to disentangle the role of individual differences

n cheating behaviour across different incentive schemes and frames, it
1 In the ‘Die under the cup’ task, participants roll a die under a cup, report 

he outcome and receive payment according to the number they report without 

ny effort linked to the performance. As participants are the only ones who see 

he rolls, they can cheat to increase payoffs. 

a  

o  

f  

t  

M  

w  

3 
s necessary, despite the increased difficulty, to study cheating at the

ndividual level. 

This calls for special care in experimental design. For instance, the

nfluence of frame can sometimes be affected from exposure. Unfortu-

ately, previous studies did not properly distinguish between frame and

xposure, as participants in the loss treatment were, almost always, not

ust told about the possibility to lose money but were also exposed to

he full prospective reward and sometimes also had the opportunity to

nteract with money. There is, however, growing evidence that being

xposed to and thinking about money leads people to think in ‘business

erms’, and this situational framing is more easily conducive to unethi-

al behaviours, such as lying, cheating and acting in one’s self-interest

ithout regard to others ( Kouchaki et al., 2013 ). 

Another factor that can make a difference at the individual level

s the effect of the size of the reward. At the aggregate level, re-

ard size is typically found to have an effect only in a social context

f choice. Whereas it is commonly believed that the size of the re-

ard typically favours increased cheating – and, in particular, cheat-

ng increases the more it is incentivized – it turns out that such incen-

ives are effective when they bring about positional advantages (i.e.

ncreasing an individual’s reward compared to that of other partici-

ants, e.g. Conrads et al., 2013; Boles et al., 2000 ; Gneezy et al., 2013 ),

ut no differences have been reported in studies in which cheating

nly increases the participant’s reward in the absence of social com-

arisons (e.g. Fischbacher and Föllmi-Heusi, 2013 ; Gino et al., 2013 ;

azar et al., 2008 ; Wiltermuth, 2011 ). Kaushik et al. (2022) find that,

n a performance-based context, financially rewarding cheating is fa-

ored by the salience of social comparisons but also by psychological

ewards in the absence of monetary payments. As to framing effects,

arbarino et al. (2019) found that cheating in a loss-aversion frame be-

omes more likely the larger the loss that is avoided by cheating. More-

ver, in a recent study on a Vietnamese sample, Huynh (2020) found

hat cheating in a coin-flip experimental setting only emerges in a loss

version frame but not when small monetary incentives are provided

n a non-framed condition. Additionally, a recent meta-analysis con-

luded that the size of the reward is not particularly relevant in deciding

hether to cheat ( Abeler et al., 2019 ). This seems to suggest that the loss

rame matters more in the emergence of cheating than the size of the re-

ard. However, in several such studies, the compared rewards did not

iffer much in terms of size (e.g. $0.50/$1 vs $2; Gino et al., 2013 ;

azar et al., 2008 ). Recent research using a non-performance based

heating paradigm has reported that reward size becomes relevant when

onsidering individual differences. Specifically, when individual char-

cteristics are taken into account, four behavioural patterns emerge: (i)

razen liars, who almost always cheat, no matter the size of the reward;

ii) corruptible individuals, whose level of cheating increases along with

he incentives; (iii) small sinners, who cheat when incentives are small

minor moral transgressions) but refrain from cheating when stakes get

ig; and (iv) honest individuals, who almost never cheat no matter the

ize of the reward ( Hilbig et al., 2017 ). Therefore, to study framing ef-

ects, the influence of the reward size can be better analysed by assessing

heating at an individual level. Indeed, when consider framing with a

ocus on individual differences, the fact that reward size can elicit differ-

nt moral behaviours can work in subtle ways: clearly, a higher reward

ay incentivize people to cheat more, but also, conversely, small re-

ards can stimulate honesty ( Wang and Murnighan, 2016 ). As revealed

y the extensive meta-analysis by Gerlach et al. (2019) that covers 565

xperiments on four different experimental paradigms, the existing evi-

ence leaves little room for easy generalizations. Cheating depends both

n situational factors such as reward size and on individual factors such

s gender and age, and there are even relevant differences between lab-

ratory and field settings, with a larger relevance of cheating in the

ormer case and in the absence of deception, thus suggesting the exis-

ence of possible ecological validity issues in laboratory environments.

oreover, different cheating patterns emerge in different paradigms,

ith considerable differences in cheating amount for comparable shares
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Table 1 

Descriptive Statistics of Real Performance, Reported Per- 

formance and Cheating Level across groups ( N = 244). 

SE = Standard Error. 

Min. Max. Mean SE 

Real Performance 0 15 3.76 .182 

Reported Performance 0 20 4.77 .211 

Cheating Level 0 18 1.00 .154 
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f cheaters. In addition, publication bias may play a significant role in

ur understanding of the size and levels of cheating behaviours. Finally,

s far as interventions as concerned, Hertwig and Mazar (2022) show

hat whereas a substantial amount of research has focused so far on

he analysis of norm-based and priming interventions, less attention has

een paid to architectural nudges, so that our understanding of the sen-

itivity of cheating behaviours to different intervention settings may be

ubstantially affected by such differences in coverage. 

In view of the previous remarks, it is of special importance to study

he effect of loss frame and reward size on individual cheating behaviour

n a context that may be thought of as a reasonable approximation of

 real-world organizational setting. Given our focus, in our experiment,

e chose to use an incentive scheme based on real effort. As in real or-

anizational life, deciding whether to cheat and to what extent may be

nfluenced by the fear of being considered unskilled after a bad perfor-

ance. Even in the absence of cheating, bad performance can be due to

ime pressure, anxiety or many other factors (e.g. Kellogg et al., 1999 ),

nd this paves the way for convenient excuses to masque bad perfor-

ance due to cheating as unfortunate failure despite goodwill. The issue

s more serious if the organizational setting incentivizes this possibility:

or instance, previous knowledge that performance will not be checked

y the investigator can lead to cheating, because individuals are not mo-

ivated to perform well as they know that they can get away with a good

nough reward by cheating afterwards. As a consequence, lack of moni-

oring can represent a sizeable source of financial loss in organizations.

n addition, previous research has reported that dishonesty is higher in

 performance-based, compared to a non-performance-based, cheating

aradigm ( Gravert, 2013 ), so a performance-based paradigm is the most

ritical one in which to study cheating with an organizational focus in

ind. All things considered, therefore, an experiment on cheating in a

erformance-based paradigm that evokes a real organizational setting

s of special interest in terms of its potential implications. 

In the next section we introduce our experiment, which had the goal

f testing whether individuals increase their propensity to, and the ex-

ent of, cheating when – all other things being equal – incentive schemes

re framed as loss versus gain with larger versus smaller reward sizes,

nd in the physical absence versus presence of the reward. This exper-

mental design, in our view, provides insight into various open issues

hat have not been investigated thoroughly enough in the literature, as

iscussed above. 

. Design & methods 

We used a real effort task to implement a 2 (Frame: gain vs loss) × 2

Reward size: large vs small) × 2 (Exposure: yes vs no) between-

ubjects experimental design. A total of 244 students (71% female, mean

ge = 22.6, SD = 2.9 years) were recruited through online public an-

ouncement disseminated during university courses. Recruited partici-

ants were randomly assigned to one of eight conditions (see Table 1 ).

ample size for ANOVA analysis with eight groups was determined via

 priori power analysis (GPower ∗ ) with a medium effect size ( = 0.25),

= 0.05 and power = 0.90 which led to a suggested number of 231 par-

icipants. After providing written informed consent, participants com-

leted a simple paper and pencil task, similar to the one proposed by

azar et al. (2008) , also known as the matrix test . The aim of the task

as to solve in five minutes 20 simple addition problems. Each prob-
4 
em consisted of a matrix of 12 numbers and the participant had to find

wo numbers that added up to 10 (see Appendix A for the matrix test).

fter five minutes, participants received a second sheet (solution sheet)

here they were asked to report how many matrices, out of 20, they had

olved correctly. They were then asked to destroy the first sheet (task

heet) in a paper-shredder as a guarantee that their actual performance

ould not be later assessed by the experimenter. 

Before starting the task, participants were told that they would re-

eive a payment according to their performance as self-reported on the

olution sheet, and that their real performance could not be verified

n any way. However, every task sheet contained a false VAT number,

hich was different for every participant. The paper-shredder had pre-

iously been modified for the purposes of the study, so task sheets were

ot actually destroyed, and we were able to compare each participant’s

ctual performance with what they had reported. 

Participants in the ‘small reward’ condition were told that every

olved matrix had a value of €0.10, with a payoff distribution of €0–2,

hile for participants in the ‘large reward’ condition every matrix had

 value of €1, with a payoff distribution ranging from €0 (minimum)

o €20 (maximum). As to the frame, the ‘gain’ and ‘loss’ conditions dif-

ered in that participants in the former were told that they would get a

eward unit ( €0.10 or €1 depending on the reward size treatment) for

very solved matrix they reported at the end of the task. Participants in

he loss treatment were told that the full available reward ( €2 or €20)

as prepared for them, but that at the end of the task a reward unit

 €0.10 or €1 depending on the reward size treatment) would be taken

way for every unsolved matrix they reported. These four conditions

ere repeated by adding money exposure. Participants in the ‘exposure’

ondition were presented with a box containing the full available re-

ard ( €2 or €20) at the start of the task in addition to the verbal and

ritten instructions and were asked to check the box contents before

arrying out the task. 

A preliminary test was used to select the two full rewards ( €2 and

20) to ensure that they were actually perceived as a small versus large

eward, respectively. A total of 38 independent participants (mean age =
3.2 SD = 1.8) completed a brief questionnaire about the reward size

n which, using a 7-points Likert scale (1 = extremely negative; 7 = ex-

remely positive), they were asked to assess how they would feel if they

ost/gained €2 or €20. Results from the pre-test showed that while los-

ng or gaining €2 was not perceived as relevant (mean L = 3.4, mean G =
.6), losing or gaining €20 was considered significantly negative or pos-

tive, respectively (mean L = 1.9, mean G = 6.1). Because age can strongly

nfluence the perceived value of money, participants’ mean age in the

reliminary test and in the study were matched. 

In addition to the matrix test, participants in the study completed

he Italian version of the following scales: South Oaks Gambling Screen

SOGS, Lesieur and Blume, 1987 ; Guerreschi and Gander, 2000 ) to

heck for pathological gambling, which could influence their cheat-

ng decision; the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale (BIS-11, Patton et al.,

995 ; Fossati et al., 2001 ) to assess the personality/behavioural con-

truct of impulsiveness, which has been considered predictive of cheat-

ng ( McTernan et al., 2014 ); and the General Decision-Making Styles

GDMS, Scott & Bruce, 1995; Gambetti et al., 2008 ) test to assess indi-

idual decision-making style. The BIS is a widely used measure of im-

ulsiveness that includes 30 items (example item: “ I say things without

hinking “) scored to yield a total of six first-order factors (attention,

otor, self-control, cognitive complexity, perseverance and cognitive

nstability impulsiveness) and three second-order factors (attentional,

otor, and non-planning impulsiveness.). Cronbach’s alpha for BIS-11

as 0.82. The GDMS is a 25-item scale (example item: “When I make

ecisions, I tend to rely on my intuition ”) designed to assess how in-

ividuals approach decision-making situations. It makes it possible to

ort out five decision-making styles: a rational style, which emphasizes

 logical evaluation of alternatives; an avoidant style, which empha-

izes procrastinating and avoiding decisions; a dependant style, which

mphasizes seeking advice from others; an intuitive style, which em-
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Fig. 1. Between Subjects Experimental Design (2 × 2 × 2). 

Table 2 

Fixed-Effects ANOVA results with real performance as criterion. 

Predictor Sum of Squares d f Mean Square F p Partial 𝜂2 

Intercept 3451.53 1 3451.53 423.64 .000 

Exposure 1.72 1 1.72 .21 .645 .001 

Frame 15.45 1 15.45 1.89 .170 .008 

Size 2.02 1 2.02 2.49 .618 .001 

Exposure x Frame 10.58 1 10.58 1.29 .256 .005 

Exposure x Size .31 1 .31 .03 .844 .000 

Frame x Size 2.51 1 2.51 .30 .579 .001 

Exposure x Frame x Size 2.18 1 2.18 .26 .605 .001 

Error 1922.76 236 8.14 
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hasizes reliance on personal feelings; and a spontaneous style, which

mphasizes the desire to get through the decision-making process as

oon as possible. Our sample reported a Cronbach’s alpha = 0.87 for

his scale. 

. Results 

None of the 244 participants included in this study showed a risk for

athological gambling (all scored from 0 to 2 at SOGS), so they were

ll included in the final sample. Table 1 reports the descriptive statistics

or real performance, reported performance and cheating level in the

hole sample. Cheating level was obtained by subtracting the real per-

ormance score from the reported score. At the aggregate level, single

ample t -test results showed a significant difference between reported

erformance (the one reported to obtain the reward) and the real score

n the matrix test with participants reporting higher scores (M = 4.77,

D = 3.29), t (243) = 5.07, p < 0.001) than the real ones (M = 3.76,

D = 2.83). Moreover, a Pearson product-moment correlation coeffi-

ient was used to evaluate the association between individual real per-

ormance and cheating level. The results revealed a negative significant

orrelation between the two variables, ( r = − .219, n = 244, p = 0.001). A

light negative correlation was also detected between real performance

nd spontaneous decision-making style as assessed by the GDMS ques-

ionnaire ( r = − .135, n = 244, p = 0.03). 

A three-way ANOVA was run on a sample of 244 participants

o examine the effect of frame, reward size and money exposure on

eal performance. There was not significant three-way interaction,

 (1236) = 0.268, p = .605 with participants performing quite similarly

cross conditions (see Table 2 for full ANOVA results). 
5 
The same analysis was carried out to test the influence of frame, size

nd money exposure on cheating level. The results again revealed there

as no significant three-way interaction, F (1236) = 0.854, p = 0.3565,

ut revealed significance for all of the two-way interactions: frame by

ize F (1236) = 5.14, p = 0.02; size by exposure F (1236) = 6.62, p = 0.01;

nd exposure by frame F (1236) = 16.78, p < 0.001 (see Table 3 for full

NOVA results). 

To further explore whether reward size and money exposure mod-

rated the relationship between frame and cheating level, a moderation

odel was run using PROCESS ( Hayes et al., 2013 ). PROCESS is an SPSS

acro that allows mediation and moderation analysis. Within PROCESS,

e selected model 2 (see Fig. 2 ) as representative of our hypothesized

odel, and we used a 1000 resamples bootstrap method with the con-

dence interval set to 95%. In the moderation model, the reward frame

loss, gain) was entered as the predictor ( X ), and the cheating level for

he matrix task functioned as the outcome ( Y ). Reward size (large, small)

nd money exposure (yes, no) were added as moderators (W, Z). 

The results indicated that the moderation model was significant with

 (5238) = 5.625, p < .001, R 

2 = 0.106 (see Table 4) and that, by intro-

ucing both the interaction terms (size × frame and exposure × frame),

n increase in R 

2 was registered (R 

2 = 0.086). 

Moreover the conditional effect of X (frame) on Y (cheating level)

t different values of the moderators revealed significance in just two

ases: when participants were exposed to the large reward, a loss frame

redicted higher cheating (with t = 3.82; p < .001; 95% CI: LLCI = 0.934;

LCI = 2.92), and, on the contrary, when participants were not exposed

o a small reward, a gain frame predicted higher cheating ( t = − 3.71; p <

.001; 95% CI: LLCI = − 2.94; ULCI = − .90). In other words, conditional

ffects of frame on cheating level are significant when participants are
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Table 3 

Fixed-Effects ANOVA results with cheating level as criterion. 

Predictor Sum of Squares d f Mean Square F p Partial 𝜂2 

Intercept 221.25 1 221.25 42.64 .000 

Exposure .007 1 .007 .001 .970 .000 

Frame .000 1 .000 .000 .994 .000 

Size 24.03 1 24.03 4.63 .032 .019 

Exposure x Frame 87.07 1 87.07 16.78 .000 .066 

Exposure x Size 34.38 1 34.38 6.62 .011 .027 

Frame x Size 26.70 1 26.70 5.14 .024 .021 

Exposure x Frame x Size 4.43 1 4.43 .854 .356 .004 

Error 1224.50 236 5.18 

Fig. 2. (A) Interaction effect Exposure x Frame; (B) Interaction effect Exposure x Size; (C) Interaction effect Frame by Size on Cheating Level. 
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ot exposed to small reward and when they are exposed to big ones (all

onditional effects in Table 5 ). 

. Discussion and conclusion 

Our experimental design replicated several characteristics of real-

ife organizational environments. Participants were asked to carry out a

ask with a clear criterion for evaluation of success/failure but subject

o a significant level of discretion in reporting. They had to report their

erformance and were therefore potentially exposed to the judgement

f a principal, with the ensuing psychological incentives. They were ex-

osed to various levels of reward, under different frames, as is typical

f complex organizations with a rich range of situational change. Par-

icipants were also sometimes physically exposed to the reward, in both

igh and low stakes conditions, whereas in other situations no direct

xposure was given. Overall, this was a complex, varied experiential

etting in which participants were called upon to recruit many different

ehavioural schemes and to assess subtle trade-offs mixing cognitive,

ffective and moral elements. By collecting participant level data, we

ound that real performance and cheating levels are related. In partic-

lar, the effects of framing on cheating levels were dependant on re-

ard size, as well as on exposure. Whereas an influence of loss aversion

n cheating behaviour was detected when participants were exposed

o large rewards, the opposite was true when participants were not ex-

osed to small rewards, with higher levels of cheating found in the gain

ondition compared to the loss condition. As reported in the previous

ection, results from three-way ANOVA showed that real performance

as not influenced either by the frame, the reward size or money ex-

osure, because participants showed quite similar performances in all

he conditions. Moreover, our results did not support the idea that bet-

er performers feel more entitled to cheat, because actual performance

nd cheating level were negatively related so that, as performance in-

reased, cheating level decreased. This result is partially in contrast with

ndings from a paper showing that the best performers in a game dis-
6 
lay a higher tendency to engage in unrelated dishonest behaviour sub-

equently ( Schurr and Ritov, 2016 ). Our task differed from that used in

he latter paper, as our task was not designed to be a competition, and

he adoption of dishonest behaviour (i.e. cheating) was directly related

o individual task performance. In this sense, the negative association

etween real performance and cheating level could be due to two pos-

ible factors: either participants who actually scored high on the matrix

est had a smaller ‘cheating space’ (i.e. they could choose within a nar-

ower range of cheating levels) compared to participants with lower

ctual scores, or there could be a kind of ‘skill-related social desirabil-

ty’ that led participants who scored low on the matrix test to be more

otivated to cheat because of the fear of being considered unskilled or

elow average. 

Another interesting result concerned the negative association be-

ween cheating and a spontaneous decision-making style. More specif-

cally, cheating level was negatively associated with a decision-making

tyle focused on the need for immediacy. This result, in connection

ith the non-significant correlation between cheating and impulsive-

ess, supports the idea that the decision to engage in dishonest be-

aviour recruits several higher-order evaluation processes rather than

eing a mere consequence of lack of impulse control. 

At the aggregate level, results from three-way ANOVA and moder-

tion model only partially replicated previous findings ( Grolleau et al.,

016 ), but did not completely support the hypothesis of a loss aversion

ffect on cheating, rather suggesting that the relationship between fram-

ng and cheating behaviour can be moderated by other variables such

s reward size and exposure to the reward. More specifically, accord-

ng to our findings, a loss frame (compared to a gain frame) seemed to

ncrease cheating when participants were told about – and exposed to

a large reward, whereas the gain frame (compared to the loss frame)

ncreased cheating when participants were just told about a small re-

ard. All other combinations produced no effect on cheating. In other

ords, participants were willing to cheat solely in two situations: under

he prospect of a large loss of money they were physically exposed to in
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Table 4 

Moderation Model. Se = standard error. LLCI = Lower level confidence 

interval. ULCI = Upper level confidence interval. Significant effects in 

bold. 

B se t p LLCI ULCI 

constant 4.26 2.03 2.09 .037 .24 8.27 

Frame − 1.60 1.28 − 1.24 .214 − 4.13 .93 

Exposure − 3.64 .93 − 3.88 .000 − 5.49 − 1.79 

Frame x Exposure 2.45 .59 4.16 .000 1.29 3.62 

Size 1.43 .93 1.53 .126 − 0.40 3.28 

Frame x Size 1.38 .59 − 2.35 .019 − 2.55 − 0.22 

Table 5 

Conditional effects of Frame on Cheating at values of the moderators 

(Exposure and Size). Significant effects in bold. 

Exposure Size Effect se t p LLCI ULCI 

No Big − 0.53 .50 − 1.04 .269 − 1.53 .47 

No Small − 1.92 .51 − 3.71 .000 − 2.94 − 0.90 

Yes Big − 1.93 .50 3.82 .000 .93 2.92 

Yes Small .54 .51 1.03 .299 − 0.48 1.55 
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dvance, and when promised a small gain of money that they were not

hysically exposed to beforehand. 

This inverted effect is, in part, not surprising if we consider con-

ributions that call for a reconsideration of the idea that losses always

oom larger than gains (e.g. Gal and Rucker, 2018 ; Higgins and Liber-

an, 2018 ). More specifically, Gal and Rucker (2018) , after reviewing

everal studies, concluded that findings do not support a ‘strong’ form of

oss aversion such that losses always have a stronger psychological im-

act than gains, but a ‘weak’ one – that is to say, depending on the con-

ext, it is possible for gains to be more impactful than losses. Higgins and

iberman (2018) added that, although loss aversion is not strongly con-

rmed by the results, the role of reference points in increasing people’s

ensitivity to changes in reward is supported by the existing literature

n counterfactual thought or goal pursuit, and that individual charac-

eristics (e.g. higher sensitivity to negative than positive outcomes and

ice versa), as well as context, should be considered when investigat-

ng the effect of loss/gain frames on behaviour. It is also possible that

eople may tend to use more than one reference point at a time. 

As to the effects of reward size, our results on the levels of cheating

upported findings such as those of Mukherjee et al. (2017) , who found

hat when stakes are low, participants rate gain as more psychological

mpactful than loss, whereas, with higher stakes, loss is rated to have

 stronger impact than gain. Moreover, they show that, if a larger an-

hor is provided, the loss aversion effect vanishes even for high stakes.

he same reversed pattern has been reported in another previous work

 Harinck et al., 2007 ), in which the authors explained their results on

he basis of a ‘hedonic principle’ (a classical Benthamian framework in

hich people seek to maximize pleasure and avoid pain) and on the

ssumption that the ease with which participants apply cognitive dis-

ounting depends on reward magnitude. Nevertheless, our results can be

nterpreted as the consequence of negative emotional involvement (e.g.,

uilt) in the cheating evaluation process (e.g. Battigalli et al., 2013 ). In

his view, when people are physically exposed to the reward, the psycho-

ogical impact of giving up a large amount is stronger than the psycho-

ogical impact of guilt aversion, while when people are not physically

xposed to the reward, the psychological impact of getting a small re-

ard by cheating elicits lower levels of guilt (‘This is not real cheating’),

hereas it is acceptable to bear a small cost (i.e. accept giving up a small

eward) to feel not guilty. 

The results of our study revealed that different combinations of

rame, reward size and exposure have different effects on cheating be-

aviour, although the limit of using a between-subjects instead of a

ithin-subject design does not allow verification of the effect of different

onditions at the individual level. Future research should address this is-

ue. As a general point, we find that the effects of the loss frame on cheat-

ng behaviours tend to be more complex and nuanced than predicted by

T. Furthermore, as it has been shown that the value function in PT is de-

endant on magnitudes and that including a higher anchor can neutral-

ze the loss aversion effect, future studies should examine whether the
 i  

7 
ntroduction of another reference point can prevent or reduce cheating.

uture studies should also investigate the role of risk-taking propensity

nd sensation-seeking traits (e.g. Zimerman et al., 2014), as a stronger

endency to be involved in risky activities could function as a predictor

f cheating behaviour. Likewise, it would be interesting to investigate

ow the joint effects of framing and default ( Giuliani et al., 2022 ) may

nfluence cheating. Also, future research should better consider the role

f sensitivity to guilt in modulating cheating decisions not just across

ifferent frames, but also across different levels of exposure to the re-

ards, as people are becoming increasingly used to electronic payments

o that most economic transactions are already carried out without the

hysical presence of money. Moreover, the role of other social emotions

uch as shame, anger or (social) anxiety should be better investigated

s to their relationship with cheating behaviours. 

The main theoretical implications of our study largely agree

ith those of recent meta-analyses of the literature such as

erlach et al. (2019) . Although cheating behaviours are sensitive to

 significant extent to well-studied factors such as the loss frame, re-

ard size, or money exposure, the evidence suggests that such relations

re more complex and context-dependant than previously thought, and

onsiderably more research is needed to elucidate them in a systematic

ay. Our study contributes to indicating some of the most interesting

nd promising directions of future research in such a spirit, in particu-

ar in terms of joint effects of several factors in settings with stronger

cological validity than traditional experimental ones ( Table 4 ). 

Our study entailed a deception of the experimental subjects, and

hile it would be ideal to design experiments in which no deception

s involved, in the case of studying cheating at the individual level it is
Fig. 3. Moderation Model. Size (W) and Money Exposure (Z) 

Moderate the Relationship Between Frame and Cheating Level. 
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ifficult to conceive of meaningful settings in which no deception oc-

urs. However, this is a limitation of our study that should be taken into

ccount. Another important limitation relaters to the fact that, although

ur experimental design has been carefully carried out to reproduce re-

listic organizational conditions as much as possible, the laboratory set-

ing suffers, as discussed above, from potential issues of ecological valid-

ty that can only be partially accounted for. An interesting alternative,

ith all the implied corresponding limitations, is that of field or natu-

al experiments where individual data become available, but again, in

he case of cheating, it is not simple to reliably measure individual or

ggregate levels of cheating except through some form of data leakage,

hich is not less ethically questionable than the deception of experi-

ental subjects. Developing new experimental designs that avoid these

roblems is, in turn, a very challenging and interesting avenue for future

esearch ( Figs. 1 , 3 ). 
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ppendix A. Matrices used in the test 

1 

3.91 0.82 3.74 

1.11 1.69 7.94 

3.28 2.52 6.25 

9.81 6.09 2.46 

2 

1.69 1.82 2.91 

4.67 4.81 3.05 

5.82 5.06 4.28 

6.36 5.19 4.57 

3 

5.87 2.13 6.64 

6.79 3.44 4.07 

4.23 1.68 3.32 

3.21 2.48 7.13 

4 

0.89 5.66 7.61 

4.32 2.28 3.78 

7.79 5.41 4.56 

2.37 7.71 2.21 

5 

0.41 2.06 7.43 

2.68 9.43 0.56 

7.96 0.53 2.58 

9.47 7.31 9.56 

6 

2.32 6.97 7.71 

4.02 3.12 2.22 

6.89 7.66 5.89 

5.98 3.02 4.21 

7 
8 
7.74 9.98 1.83 

7.87 1.63 2.24 

8.37 2.14 7.68 

1.24 0.12 8.27 

8 

4.15 6.95 3.75 

6.35 3.72 6.65 

3.25 5.85 7.18 

4.35 3.05 5.75 

9 

2.09 4.13 2.73 

6.38 3.71 7.91 

7.29 5.77 3.61 

5.21 4.69 5.89 

10 

3.08 8.84 1.14 

2.66 3.68 2.54 

1.12 7.36 6.42 

7.44 6.22 8.86 

11 

6.53 3.32 4.57 

3.97 5.41 6.67 

3.17 4.52 3.07 

6.02 6.83 5.47 

12 

5.73 2.18 4.27 

5.02 4.88 7.76 

2.03 7.81 5.93 

4.17 2.26 7.87 

13 

4.45 5.65 8.74 

1.16 6.14 2.16 

3.96 4.15 1.96 

5.75 8.04 5.94 

14 

0.77 9.07 2.67 

2.93 8.57 1.08 

7.32 8.93 0.43 

0.93 7.09 9.13 

15 

5.62 4.92 7.22 

5.32 2.68 7.08 

2.14 2.82 5.08 

4.58 7.76 4.28 

16 

7.85 6.35 1.55 

2.25 8.45 8.15 

3.05 2.05 7.65 

8.05 1.75 3.55 

17 

3.33 2.04 3.23 

6.23 6.17 6.87 

2.13 3.93 7.67 

6.67 7.43 3.67 

18 

7.87 4.86 2.15 

5.14 2.23 4.16 

2.17 7.12 5.76 

5.74 4.14 7.95 
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19 

7.43 3.78 7.86 

2.47 2.86 2.98 

6.42 7.02 8.18 

2.16 1.72 7.13 

20 

6.91 2.19 4.29 

3.71 5.61 2.67 

5.43 7.61 7.23 

3.19 6.29 4.59 
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